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Introduction
Let 7r : X --+ C be a ruled surface over a sInooth algebraic curvc C, defined
over the complex number field C. Let Cl E NUlll(X) anel C2 E H 4 (X, Z) t'V Z
be fixed. For any polarization H, denote thc Inoduli space of rank-2 vec
tor bundles stable with respect to H in the sense of Mumford-Takemoto by
M H (Cl l C2)' Stable 2-vector bundles over a ruled surface have been investi
gated by many authors; see, for example [Tl], [T2], [H-S], [Q2], [F]. In this
paper wc shall study the non-emptiness of the Inoduli spaces MH(CI' C2)'

For an algebraic 2-vector bundlc over a ruled surface ~Y one introduced
two nUInerical invariants d and rand oue defined the set A1(CI' C2, d, r) of
isomorphism classes of bundles with fixed invariants Cl, C2, d, r; see [B],
[B-Stl], [B-St2). The integer d is given by the splitting of the bundle on
the general fibre alld the integer r is given by SOllle nonnalization of the
bundle. Thc Inoduli spaces M(Cl' C2, d, r) are defined independent of any
aInple divisor (line bundle) on X; see also [Brl], [Br2], [VV]. In [A-B2] we ob
tained necessary and sufficient conditions for thc non-enlptiness of the space
lvf(Cl l C2, d, r) anel we applied this result to sonie moduli spaces Mn(cl, C2)

(see, also (A-BI]).
In section 1 we give necessary and sufficicllt conditions for a 2-vector

, bundle E E M(Cl' C2, d, r) to be H-stabl~ for SOIlle alupIe line bundle H. By
using this result, thc results in [A-B2] anel SOIllC results of Qin in [Ql], [Q2],
[Q3], we salve in section 2 thc problem of non-eInptiness of IllOduli spaces
M H (Cl, C2) of stable 2-vector bundles in almost all cases.
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1 Stability of vector bundles in M(Cl' C2, d, r)

We recall from [B], [B-StlL [B-St2], [A-B2] some basic notions and facts.
The notations and the terminology are those of Hartshorne's book [Ha].

Let C be a Ilonsingular curve of genus 9 over thc eOInplex Ilumber field and
let Jr : X -+C be a ruled surface over C. \~Te shall write X ~ Ir(t') where t' is
normalized. Let us denote by e the divisor on C eorresponcling to /\2 t' and
by e = -deg(e). vVe fix a point Po E C anel a fibre 10 = Jr-

l (Po) of X. Let
Co be a seetion of Jr such that Ox(Co) I"V Op(E)(l).

Any eleInent of the group of divisors on ..-\ modulo Illunerical equivalence
Num(X) :: H 2(..-y, Z) can be written aGa + bio with a, b E Z. We shall
denote by Oc(l) the invertible sheaf associated to the divisor Po on C. If L
is an eleInent of Pic(C) we shall write L = Oc(k) ® Lo, where La E Pico(C)
and k = deg(L). We also denote by F(aCo + bio) = F ® Vx(a) ® Jr*Oc(b)
for any sheaf F on X anel any a, b E Z.

Let E be an algebraic rank-2 vector bundle on X with fixed numerical
ehern classes Cl = (a, ß) E H2 (X, Z) ~ Z X Z, C2 E H4 (..-y, Z) rv Z, where
Q,ß,C2 E Z.

Since the fibres 1 of Jr are isomorphie to IrI we ean speak about the generie
splitting type of E and we have Elf ~ Vf(d) EB Of(d) for a general fibre f,
where d :S d, d + ci = Q. The integer cl is thc first numerical invariant of E.

Thc second nUIllerical invariant is obtained by the following normaliza
tion:

-1' = inf{ll :3L E Pic(C), deg(L) = l, S.t. HO (..-Y, E(-dCa) ® Jr* L) #- {O}}.

We shall denote by M (Cl, C2, d, r) the set of isomorphisIll classes of al
gebraic rank-2 vector bundles on X with fixed ehern c1asses ClJ C2 anel
invariants d allel T.

With these notations we have the following result (see [B]):

Theorem 1 FOT every vector bundle E E A1 (Cl, C2, d, r) there exist L 1, L2 E

Pico (C) and Y" C ..-Y a locally complete intersection 01 codimension 2 in X,
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or the empty set, such that E is given by an extension

ü-tOx(dCo+ r fO)®1r* L2-tE-tOx(dl Co + sfo)®1r* Ll®Iy-tO, (1)

where Cl = (a,ß) E Z x Z, C2 E Z} d+d = (Y, d 2: d, r+s = ß}
l(CI, C2, d, r) := C2 + a(de - r) - ßd + 2rlr - (Pe = deg(Y·) 2: O.

For the following result see [A-B2]:

Theorem 2 A1(Cl' C2, d, r) is non-empty if and only ij l := l(CI' C2, d, r) 2: 0
and one of the following conditions holds:
(1) 2d > a or,
(11) 2d = a, ß - 2r ::; 9 + l.

Let C x bc thc ample cone in Num(.I\) ® IR generated by ample divisors:
vVe fix the ehern dasses Cl E Pic(X) and C2 E Z. VVe shall use (see, for
example [Q2]) thc following definitions:

Definition 3 (i) For ( E Num(X) 0 IR, wc define

I/V( := Cx n {x E NUIU(X) 0 IR I :r.( = O};

(ii) We define W(CI' C2) to be thc union of VV(, wherc ( is thc numcrical
equivalence dass of (2F - cd for SOIne divisor F, anel whieh satisfies the
eonditions:

-(4c - c?) < i
2 < 0 .2 1 - ":. ,

(iii) A wall of type (Cl, C2) is an element I'V(, wherc ( satisfics the eonditions
in (ii). Achamber of type (Cl, C2) is a connected component of the set C x \
W(CI, C2);
(iv) A numerical cquivalencc dass ( whieh rcpresents a noncmpty wall W(
is normalized if the integer ((. f) is posi tive.
(v) Let W' be a nonempty wall of type (Cl, C2) anel let l( (Cl, C2) bc the integer
C2 + ((2 - ci)/4. 'vVe define E«(clJ C2) to be thc set of isomorphisIn dasses of
2-vector bundles E givcn by nontrivial extensions

o-t Ox(F) -t E -t CJ.x (Cl - F) ® 1y -t 0,

where F is a divisor such that ( is the nlllnerical equivalence dass of (2F - Cl),
anel where Y c .Iy is a locally cOlnpletc intersect.ion of codilnension 2 in X
such that deg(Y) = l«((::1, C2)'
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Remark 4 The definitions (i)-(iv) depencl only on thc nUlllcrical type (Cl I C2),
where Cl is the nUlnerical equivalence dass of Cl. We fix thc numerical
ehern dasses Cl = (a, ß) E Num(){), C2 E Z anel the integers d, l' such
that the conditions 2d > a , l(CI' C2, d, 1') 2:: 0 are satisfied. Vve denote by
( = (d - d')Co+ (1' - 8)/0 and we have that thc condition l(CI' C2, d, 1') 2:: 0 is
equivalent to thc condition - (4C2 - ci) ::; (2, and that ( + Cl is the numerical
equivalence dass of 2F for F a divisor on X. Ir we suppose, moreover I that
(2 < 0 and therc exists an amplc line bunclle L ovcr X such that Cl (L).( = 0,
then the element ( represents a noncmpty wall of (numerical) type (Cl, C2)
and we have E((Cl' C2) C M(CI' C2, d, 1') (see [A-BIJ).

In the next result we shall investigate the stability of vector bundles in thc
moduli space M(Cl' C2, d,r). For Fa torsion-free sheaf on X and H an ample
line bundle, we use the notation J-tH(F) := Cl (F).H/rank(F).

Theorem 5 Let E E M (Cl, C2, d, 1'). Then, the1'e exists an ample line bundle
H such that E is H -stable ij and only ij 21' - ß < min{O, c(2d - a)/2} and
the extension (1) oj E is non-splitting.

Proo/: Let us suppose that E E M(CI, C2, d,1') is H-stable for some ample line
bundle H on X. Froln Theorem 1 we know that E is given by an extension

(2)

where

N2 = Ox(dCo+ 1'/0) ® 1f. L2 , NI = CJx(rl'Co+ 810) ® 1f. LI,

with L il L2 E Pico(C). As a stable vector bundle E is non- splitting. Let
( = (2d - a)Co+ (21' - ß)/o E Num(X). Frolll the definition of thc invariant
d we have 2d 2:: (Y, i.e. ('/ 2:: O. Let us suppose that 21' - ß 2:: O. Then,
(2d - a)Co+ (21' - ß)/o is an effcctive divisor and, therefore, H.( 2:: 0 for any
alnple line bunclle H on X. It follows frOln the exact sequence (2) that

J-tlJ (N2 ) 2:: tt lJ (E) I

i.e. N2 is clestabilising, contradiction.
Now, let HS suppose that 21' - ß 2:: e(2d - 0.)/2. If 2d = a we get thc

above case 21' - ß 2:: O. Assume 2d > a. Vve shall prove that H.( > 0, which
givcs as above a contradiction. A simple cornputation gives

21' - ß 2:: e(2d - a)/2 ~ (2 2:: O.
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If H.( = 0, by the index theorelll we get (2 :::; O. It follows (2 = 0, i.e. (
is nUlnerically trivial. But ('/ = 2d - a > 0, contradiction. If H.( < 0, let
D = (H.f)( - (H.()f. Since R.D = 0, D2

:::; °by the index theorem. But

D2 :::; °~ (H.f?(2 - 2(H.f)(H.()((.f) ~ 0,

anel we get a contraeliction, since (H.j)(H.()((.f) < O. It follows

2r - ß < min{O, e(2d - a)/2}. (3)

Conversely, suppose that E is given by a non-splitting extension (1) and
thc inequality (3) is satisfied.
Gase 1. 2d > a.
We show firstly that ( defines a nonelupty wall of type (Cl l C2)' From the
extension (1) \ve get

Since 2r - ß < e(2d - a)/2, we get (2 < 0, so

-(4C2 - cD ::; (2 < 0.

Therefore ( is a Ilormalized numerical equivalellce dass of type (Cl, C2) anel
defines a wall VV( of type (Cl, C2)' We show that l'V( is nonempty, i.e. there
exists a E Q, a > Inax{e, e/2} such that the polarization D = Co + afo
satisfies D.( = 0. But

D.( = ° <====} a = e - (2r - ß)/(2d - a).

From 2r - ß < 0 we get a > e anel frOln 2r - ß < e(2d - a)/2 we get a > e/2,
i.e. W( is nonelupty. Now, take the cllatuber C below thc nonempty wall
Hf( such that Hf( n Closure(C) =I- 0. Then, by the Theorelll 1.2.3, Chap.II in
[Q3), every non-splitting 2-vector bunelle E of thc extension (1) is H-stable
for any ample line bunelle H E C.
Gase 2. 2d = a.

In this case the inequality from hypothesis is equivalent to the inequality
2r - ß < 0. Let EI = E( -dCa). Then, E1 E 1\1((0, ß),l, 0, r), where
l := l(CI' C2, d, r) ~ °and Cl (Ed = Cl = (0 , ß), c2(Ed = (;2 = l. Since, for an
alupIe line bunelle H, E is H-stable if and only if EI is H-stable, it sufficies
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to show that EI is H-stable for some alnple line bundle H. One may remark
that l 2: 0 is equivalent to ci - 4C2 :::; O.
Subcase (a) ci - 4C2 < 0
vVe shall prove that EI is H-stable for any aOlple line bundle H E CIo ' where
Clo is the chamber of type (Cl, C2) such that thc [fo]-axis in Num(X) ® lR is
part of the boundary of C10' Clearly, by the definition, the chmnbers of type
(Cl, C2) coincide with the chambers of type (Cl, (2)' Thc 2-vector bundle EI
is given by an extension

o-+ OX(T /0) ® 1r* L 2 -1 EI -1 Ox(sjo) ® 1r*LI ® I y -1 0,

alld EIl / ~ 0 1 E9 ()1, for a general fibre f of )(.
Let Ox(D) C EI be a subsheaf of fank 1 with the quoticnt torsion-free

and let 1] be the nUlnerical equivalence dass 2D - Cl' vVe shall show that,
fOf any ample line bundle H E CIo ' we have

For a general fibre / of X we get

Le. D.f ~ O. Since CI./ = 0 we get 1].1 :::; °and \-ve have two subcases:
(al) 1].f = O. It follows

Ox(D) = (')x(q!o) ® 1r* L, L E Pico(C).

Since Ox(D) c EI, by tbe definition of T = TE, we gct q :::; T, hence

But 2r < ß iInplics

for any H E C10 and we arc donc.
(a2) 1].f < O. vVe show that H.1] < 0 for any HE elo (thc inequality H.1] <
ois equivalent to thc inequality J-LH(Ox(D)) < JlH(Ed). If H.1] > 0, by the
index theorem applied to tbe divisor (H.1])j - (H.f)1], which is orthogonal
on H, we get
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Counting thc signs it follows 1]2 < O. Since - (4C2 - cD ::; 1]2 (from the
extension corresponding to thc indusion Ox(D) c Ed, we get that 1] is
a numerical equivalence dass of type (Cl, C2). For any H E C/0' Hand 10
are not separated by any wall, hence sign(j.17) = sign(H.r7), contradiction.
If H.1] = 0 then, by the index theoreIll, it follows 1]2 ::; 0. Ir 1]2 < 0, it
follows that 7] is a numerical dass of type (Cl, (;2), since - (4C2 - cf) ::; 1]2.

Then H E Hf1I, contradicting the indusion H E elo ' Ir 1]2 = 0, by the
index theoreIll, we get 1] numerically trivial. Then 2D - c\ = (0, ß), hence
D.f = o. But Ox(D) C EI and, by the definition of r = rE, we get ß/2 ::; r,
contradiction.
Subcase (b) ci - 4C2 = 0 {:} l = 0
Then thc canonical extension of EI bec01nes

In this case wc shall prove that EI is H-stable for any aIllple line bundle H.
Indeed, let a E tQ, a > max{e, e/2} and Ox(F) C EI an invertible sheafwith
torsion-frce quotient dct(Ed ® Ox(-F) ® Iz , where Z is a zero-dirnensional
subscheIlle of X and F =-mCo + nfo with rn 2: O. VVe have
F.(CI - F) + deg(Z) = c2(Ed = °=> F,(Cl - F) :::; 0 ({:} rne + 2n - ß :::; 0).
But now, if m > 0, since a > e/2, so rne - ma + n < me/2 +n ::; ß/2 leading
us to F.(Co+alo) < ß/2 = cI(Ed.(Co+a!o)/2, i.e. EI is lI-stable. Ifm = 0,
then n ::; r (by the definition of r = rE), hence TI, < ß/2 and, again, EI is
H-stable.

We obtain, in the particular case of ruled surfaces, the Bogomolov in
equality, which ,vas proved in this case by Takemoto; see Theorem 3.7 in
[Tl].

Corollary 6 Let X be a mled surface and let E be an algebraic 2-vector
bundle over X, with ehern classes Cl (E) = Cl E NUIll(..r\) and C2(E)
C2 E Z. 1f E is H -stable fOT sorne a1nple line bundle H, then ~(E) =
(C2 - Cf/4)/2 2: 0.

Proo! With thc notations of the previous theoreIll, we obtain from the first
implication that (2 ::; °for a stable vector bundle E. Since - (4C2 - Cf) ::; (2,
hence ~(E) 2: o.
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2 Non-emptiness of moduli spaces MH(CI, C2)

Let 7r : X -r G be a rulecl surface and let Cl == (a, ß) E Num(X), C2 E Z
be fixed numerical ehern classes. Let]f be an alllpie line bundle aver X.
We investigate the question of existence of H-stable 2-vector bundles E with
cl(E) == Cl and C2(E) == c2, Le. the question when M ll (CI,C2) =I- 0. If
Cl E Pic(X) and Cl is the numerical cquivalcllce dass of Cl then, clearly,
Mu(cj, C2) =I- 0 if and only if MH(Cl' C2) =I- 0.

Hy the BogOInolov inequality, if 4C2 - ci < 0 then, M u (Cl, C2) == 0 for any
polarization H on X. The next case, 4C2 - ci = 0 (projectively flat bundles),
which follow8 by the proof of Theorem 5, has been studied by Takemoto; see
[Tl], Theorem 3.7:

Corollary 7 Let H be an ample line bundle over a T'uled surface X. An
algebraic 2-Vect01' bundle E over X with ,ö,(E) == 0 is H -stable ij and only
if there is a stable 2-vector bundle F over the curve G and a line bundle L
over X such that E == n*(F) ® L.

Remark Thus, in thc case 4C2 - cI = 0, thc llon-eInptincss of the rnoduli
spaces MH(Cl' C2) is rcduced to the case of nloduli spaces of stable bundles
over curves.

From now on, ,ve shall assume 4C2 - CI > O. As we havc seen in Definition
3, there exist in this case walls and charnbers 9f type (Cl, C2) in the arnpie
cone C x . Let H =aGa + bfo be an anlple divisor over thc ruled surface X.
Recall that a > 0 and b > ae if e 2:: 0 anel, a > 0 anel b > ae/2 if e < 0 (see
[Ha], p. 382). Therefore, in the case of a ruled surface, the ample cone has
a simple description. Moreover, from thc conclitions in Definition 3 (ii)

-(4C2 - ci) ~ (2 < 0,

we get that there exist always a finite nlunber of walls and chambers. Recall
that we denoted byeIo the chamber of type (Cl, C2) such that the [fa]-axis in
NUIn(X) ® IR is part of the boundary of eIo '

Firstly, suppose that the arnpie Hne bundle!f belongs to sorne chamber. It
is well-known that if H I and H 2 lie in the same charnber of type (Cl, C2) then,
M H1 (Cl, C2) anel MH~(CI, C2) can be naturally identified (see, for example
[F], [Q2]). In [A-B2], as a consequence of the Theorcln 2, we obtained the
following result:
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Corollary 8 Let X be a ruled sur/ace. Assume that X is not ]pI X]pl . Let
C be any chamber 0/ type (CI, cz) different /ram C10' Then the moduli space
Mc(c[, cz) i- 0.

Remark In fact, in the case X = ]pI X ]pI, CO defines the other axis [Co]
in Num(X) which lies on the boundary of C x and , by the last remark in
[A-B2], if C is achamber different from Cio lying below 11. non-empty wall
W defined by a normalized dass ( == nCo + v /0 of type (CI, cz) snch that
either l«(c], cz) > 0 or v< -1 then Mc(CI, cz) i- 0. It is easy to see that
if l( (Cl, cz) = 0 and v = -1 then C = Ceo , where we denoted by Ceo the
chamber tlmt has thc [CoJ-axis on its bOllndary.

Indeed, let H == Co + a/o , a E lQi , a > 0 bc a dass lyillg on a nonempty
wall W(, where ( == nCo+ v/o is a normalized dass of type (CI, cz). Then
a = -v/n and wc havc to provc that (o.H 2': 0 for (0 = noCo - /0, i.c.

(((4cz - cD/2)Co - fo)·(Co+ a/o) 2': O.

Since V
Z 2': 1, thcn -2n/v :s: -2nv :s: 4cz - ci so -v(4cz - ci)/2n - 1 2': o.

Let us considcr now the case H E C10:

Corollary 9 Let X be a ruled sur/ace. Then M C/o (Cl, cz) is nonempty i/
and only i/ Ci is even and the intersection [ß/2 - (.'7 + Cz - cI/4)/2, ß/2) nz
is nonempty.

Prao! Firstly, wc relllark timt 2d = Ci if the vcctar bundle E is CIo-stable.
Indeed, the bundle E is given by an extension (2) ami, if we suppose 2d > Ci,

then from thc proof of Theorem 5 it follows that ( = (2d - Ci) Co + (2r - ß)/o
is a normalized nUlllcrical dass of type (CI, cz) defining a nonelllpty wall
W(. Since C10 is above W', it follows that H.( > 0 far any H E C10'
which is eqllivalcnt to the fact timt thc sllbsheaf Nz of thc cxtcnsion (2) is a
dcstabilising subsheaf of E, contradiction (comparc also with [Tl] theorem
3.7).

Secondly, in the case 2d = Ci, if 21' - ß < 0 thcn E is non-splitting.
Indeed, if E would be splitting, then E would bc givcn by an cxtension (2)
with Y = 0. Since NI C E, by the definition of 1" = rE, we get s :s: 1',
contradiction with 21' < ß.
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By Theorem 5 it follows that M ela (Cl l C2) is nonempty if anel only if
0: is even (0: = 2d) anel there exists an integer r with 2r < ß such that
M(CI 1 C2, d, r) "# 0. By Theorem 2 we know that l\1(CI 1 C2, d, r) "# 0 if anel
only if l = l(CI l C2, d, r) 2: 0 anel ß - 2r ~ 9 + l. Thus, M C/o (Cl, C2) is
nonempty if and only if 0: = 2d , ci - 4C2 < 0 and there exists an integer r
such that the following conditions hold:

which are equivalent to thc conclitions of thc corollary.

Corollary 10 /f X = pI XpI then, with the notations front the above remark
Meco (Cl, C2) "# 0 if and only if ß is even and the intersection [0:/2 - (g +
C2 - Cf./4)/2, 0./2) n Z is nonernpty.

Now, suppose that the ample line bunelle H lies on SOIne noneInpty wall.
In principle, hy using the formulae of Qin in [Ql], [Q2], [Q3] anel the previous
corollaries one should get the non-CInptiness of thc stahle moduli spaces
for polarizations lying on walls. We were able to obtain only the following
particular result:

Corollary 11 Let X be a ruled sur/ace different frorn pI x ]pI with nonneg
ative invariant e and assume 9 ~ e + 1. Let H - aGa + bfo be an am
ple line bundle lying on some none1n]Jty wall vV of type (Cl, C2) and denote
b/a = k. Assurne either (.fo ;::: 2 for all nONnalized numerical equivalence
classes ( which rep1'csent the wall W 01' 4C2 - ci > 2k - e. Then Mll(CI, C2)

is nonempty.

Proo! We shall use some results of Qin. Let Cl E Pic(X) sllch that Cl is the
nUInerical equivalence dass of Cl. By Proposition 1.3.1, Chap.II in [Q3] we
get

where ( runs over all nonnalized Illunerical equivalence classes which de
fine the wall W anel the chamber C lies below the wall vV such that W n
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Closure(C) 1= 0. By Corollary 8 we have MC(CI' C2) 1= 0. Then, by a well
known result on deformation theory of vector bundles (see , for example (B2],
p. 144), we get

dirn MC(CI J C2) 2: 4C2 - ci + 3g - 3,

where 4C2 - ci + 3g - 3 is the "expected diInension". V...,Te shall prove that
thc dimensions of all sets E, (Cl l C2) are strictly smalleI' than the expected
dimension.

Following Qin J let us denote the diInensioIl of E,(Cl l C2) by D,(Cl 1 C2) anel
put

d,(CI J C2) := D«(cI, C2) - (4C2 - ci + 3g - 3).

By Proposition 1.7 in [Ql] we get

d,(Cl' C2) = (2/4 - (4C2 - ci)/4 + (.I(,y /2 + 1 - g.

Let ( = uCo + vfo be a normalized nUInerieal equivalence dass whieh repre
sents the wall W. FrOIn H.( = O, a > 0 anel k > e (H aInple) we get the
eondition v = u(e - k) < O. By computation, we obtain:

d,(Cl l C2) = (u - 2)(2v - eu)/4 + (u - 1)(9 - 1) - (4c~ - ci)/4.

Let us suppose that u = ('/0 2: 2 for all (. By Definition 3 we have

heuce

d«(Cl l C2) ::; (u - 1)(2v - 2 + 2g - eu)/2 ::; (u - 1)(2v + e(2 - u))/2 < O.

Now, suppose thcre exist normalized Iltunerical equivalenee classes ( with
u = (.fo = 1 (u > 0) anel that 4C2 - Cf > 2k - e. For these classes we get

But v = e - k, hellce

It follows MH(CI, C2) nonempty.
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Remark Ir (0 = Co + vofo is a nonnalizcd dass of type (Cl l C2) defining a
nonempty wall l,V and 4C2 - ci = e- 2vo, thcn Hf is apart of thc boundary
of eto '

Indeed, we have to prove that there are no walls between VV and thc
[foJ-axis.
Let ( = uCo+ v fo be a normalized dass of type (Cl, C2) defining a nonempty
wall vV( Then 4C2 - ci 2: (2 > 0, 'U > °and v < Inin{O, 'llc/2}.
Let H = Co + afo E W<, where a E Q, (L = ('llC - v)/u. We want to provc
that H.(o ::; 0.
But H.(o = (uc - 2v + u(ci - 4C2))/2u. NOW'lJ,2 2: 1 => (u2e - 2'Uv)/u2 ::;
u2e - 2uv ::; 4C2 - ci 1 which implies H·(o ::; 0.

Remark By using some proofs as in thc previous corollarics one may obtain
results about the non-elnptyness of MH(Cl' C2) for ~Y = }pI X }pI and H lying
on walls.
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